Visual diagnosis has been reported to diagnosis by the visual appearance alone. Clinicians will sometimes look at the clinical picture and make a decision based on that figure. Naturally, clinicians will sometimes incorrectly diagnose the nails seen may be mycotic based on appearance alone. However, this figure suggests that still more than 30% of cases may be incorrectly diagnosed.

First of all, it is important to remember that onychomycosis is only responsible for 40-50% of all nail dystrophies, so technically in clinic only about half of the nails seen may be mycotic based on that figure. Clinicians will sometimes look at the clinical picture and make a diagnosis by the visual appearance alone. Visual diagnosis has been reported to be reasonably accurate, with one study demonstrating that up to 67% of nails could be correctly diagnosed by experts on appearance alone. However, this figure suggests that still more than 30% of cases may be incorrectly diagnosed.

Ethically, it is best to establish a positive diagnosis of onychomycosis before treatment is instigated otherwise the patient may be undertaking (and in private practice paying for) a treatment they do not need. In addition, knowledge of pathogen can guide antifungal therapy. Moreover, where there is a risk of side effects, a clear diagnosis should be sought for both ethical and medico-legal reasons. Current UK guidelines from the British Association of Dermatologists[8] and NICE[9] strongly recommend that any patient with suspected onychomycosis should have laboratory confirmation before treatment - particularly if oral antifungal therapy is being considered.

For the practising podiatrist, there are a number of ways in which the diagnosis may be reached. Visual diagnosis, as mentioned above, may not be sufficient or accurate enough for clinical use. A nail sample may be sent off to the laboratory for testing. This is normally a two-stage process. First, samples are visually analysed under the microscope after application of potassium hydroxide and a stain of calcofluor white observed under UV light, to identify the presence (or absence) of fungal elements. The results of this can be obtained within a few days but this test only identifies the presence of a fungus, not the specific species. In addition, it cannot determine if the observed hyphae are dead or alive.

The second part of the test is the culture where the nail sample is placed on a dextrose agar plate (to inhibit bacteria) and cultured at 37°C centigrade to encourage growth of any fungus present. If this is the case, then the species may be identified and reported back to the clinician. This can take 2-3 weeks. The result is considered positive for dermatophytes if either the culture or microscopy is positive, although some argue that culture enables a more solid diagnosis as it confirms viable fungus exists in the nail which can be readily identified. Unlike bacterial testing, susceptibility testing is not generally required. Occasionally, the test may reveal non-dermatophyte mold (NDM). These are often considered to be contaminants secondary to dermatophytes already present in the nail, and therefore are considered positive if both microscopy and culture are positive on two separate occasions.

The downside to culture, as many clinicians know, is the high false-negative rate – suggested to be around 30% or higher which, coupled with the time involved, makes this test less attractive for regular clinical use. Culture failure can be due to a number of reasons. In one study of four podiatrists’ sampling technique, positive culture results ranged from 25 to 60%.[11] The test also relies on sufficient amounts of nail sample to be made available to the laboratory for testing. Subsequent studies have also shown that proximal sampling of suspect nail yields a higher culture positive rate than nail samples taken more distally.[12] The Periodic Schiff Stain is an
alternative test that may be used to identify the presence of fungi in a nail sample. The stain has been used since the 1950s but has been shown more recently to have advantages in laboratory diagnosis of fungal nail infection. In studies it has shown consistently high rates of specificity and sensitivity, although the test has limitations. It is not able to identify specific species of fungi or discriminate between viable and non-viable hyphae. It also may be confounded in the presence of starch in the nail sample – for example in psoriatic nails. The test is also more expensive than the traditional methods. For this reason, the test is generally used as a supplementary technique alongside microscopy and culture.

MYCOLOGICAL OR CLINICAL CURE?

The use of diagnostic techniques before and after treatment can help the clinician establish if the fungus has been eradicated. A patient who begins treatment with identifiable fungus in their nail will, at the conclusion, hopefully not have fungus evident upon repeat of the laboratory testing. This is termed a ‘mycological’ cure. Clinicians may therefore judge the effectiveness of their treatment on that basis. But key to the treatment is does this equate to a physical improvement in the look of the nail? The answer is a definite ‘no’.

A patient who has a ‘mycological cure’ following a treatment may have expectations that are somewhat different from the podiatrist treating them, as their previously fungal nail looks much the same to them as it did at the start. This phenomenon has long been recognised in studies and subsequently a secondary term has evolved – the ‘clinical cure’. This essentially measures if there is an aesthetic improvement in the nail itself.

Along with mycological testing, some studies also measure the visible clearance of discoloration within the nail or clear nail growth (using a percentage figure, or some specific indices). For most studies a clearance of 90-100% of discoloration is considered to be a ‘clinical cure’. It is the ‘clinical’ cure that the patient inevitably seeks. Most patients are not so interested in whether the fungus has gone but rather that their nails look visibly better. Needless to say, in virtually all studies, mycological cure rates are much higher than clinical cure rates. The lowest cure rate of all is the ‘complete’ cure rate (requiring both a mycological and clinical cure to be given this highest accolade).

Putting this into context, it highlights why results in onychomycosis studies are often very disappointing - some have argued the criteria for a ‘cure’ are too stringent. However, another factor requiring consideration is why does the nail not look better after the fungus has gone? The answer lies in the nail’s history.

Virtually all onychomycosis stems from a chronic fungal foot infection of the skin and has been highlighted as a significant risk factor for the development of onychomycosis. Studies suggest that around a third of patients with recurrent tinea pedis will go on to develop onychomycosis. Chronic moccasin infection from the plantar surface eventually spreads onto the volar surfaces of the toes and around the digits. From here there is the potential for the fungus to spread into the nails, particularly by the distal subungual or lateral route. This is because the most common causative agent, Trichophyton rubrum, does not possess enzymes sufficient to establish pure nail infection but typically spreads along the surface of the nail bed, under the hyponychium, causing inflammation of the nail bed and nail lifting (onycholysis). Onychomycosis is an infective condition but it does not always spread that easily. It has been observed that an individual’s nails may be infected for years without further spread into adjacent nails.

The question is then, why is it that some nails are affected and others are not? Studies have observed that the nails most frequently affected are the halluces, with sufferers having three affected toes on average. Another study has demonstrated that dystrophy of the third or fifth toenails or the first and fifth nails on the same foot are most predictive of onychomycosis. So what makes this the case? The answer is most likely trauma. The nail, like the skin, when healthy and intact is generally a formidable barrier to infection. However, like the skin, when weakened, it becomes more vulnerable to infective agents.

For the nail, trauma to the toes probably represents the biggest threat to nail integrity, making it more vulnerable to fungal infection. When looking at the risk factors for fungal nail infection, papers have investigated various factors such as presence of systemic diseases or immunosuppression, age and smoking habits, but less often trauma is mentioned. This perhaps is because it is the variable that is hard to quantify or measure objectively. However, it has been discussed. Scher & Baran highlight how it can play a major role in disease and recurrence, with damaged nails being more susceptible to infection. However, probably the most interesting paper on the subject is the work of Murray & Dawber. Published in 2002, the paper looks at foot and toe function as a precursor to nail damage and subsequent secondary invasion by opportunistic dermatophytes. Therefore, nail dystrophy arising from abnormal foot or toe shape/function may occur as the first stage, rendering the nail susceptible to fungal invasion.

What does this mean clinically? Consider onychomycosis for most to be secondary to trauma, with probably a pre-existing, long-established tinea pedis infection. Therefore, when a patient acquires fungal nail infection, the fungus is being opportunistic as the dystrophic nail is a vulnerable nail, and thus the infection occurs. At this point, after the fungal nail disease has established, the patient may consult the podiatrist for treatment as their nails have changed colour.

So, the podiatrist diligently discusses how the infection causes the colour changes and suggests that an antifungal treatment would help eradicate the infection. What is key here, is to advise the patient that even if the treatment is successful (a mycological cure is achieved) then the nails may not look perfect or even still dystrophic (the clinical cure may not be achieved). So can we visualise this effect? In practice, I have treated many nails and observed this ‘mycological cure’ versus ‘clinical cure effect’. Cases 1 and 2 show confirmed cases of onychomycosis that were subsequently treated with a topical antifungal accompanied by drilling holes in the nail with Clearanal®.

The point here is not the means to treat the infection but the outcome. Both of these nails would be termed a ‘mycological’ cure but in each case the treatment has served to remove the fungus but reveal an underlying nail dystrophy, which probably led to their vulnerability to infection in the first place. In each case the patient was pleased with the results, but forewarning them of the likely outcomes can temper their expectations.

One final point to make is that of relapse and re-infection. Relapse is when the original infection is not fully eradicated during the treatment and returns. Re-infection is defined as a new infection occurring after the original infection has been cleared. Tinea pedis is often a recurring clinical condition and, after a cure has been achieved in the nails, re-infection frequently re-occurs from the skin. The classic Icelandic study showed a five-year re-infection rate in as high as 87% of nails after a successful mycological cure. Therefore, regular use of antifungals applied to the foot skin may help reduce re-infection rates. In addition, prophylactic use of antifungal nail lacquer such as amorolfine has been shown to be effective at...
reducing and delaying re-infection. 36

KEY POINTS:

1. Pre-existing tinea pedis is a significant predictor for those who will go on to develop nail infection – around 30% of tinea sufferers. Regular treatment of tinea pedis may help reduce nail infection.
2. Fungal infection is responsible for fewer than half of all nail dystrophies – therefore it is important to establish the presence of fungus before treating as a fungal infection.
3. Laboratory tests are a vital step, particularly if a treatment is to be instigated with a risk of side effects, such as oral antifungal therapy.
4. Nail trauma leads to nail dystrophy.
5. A dystrophic nail is at a higher risk of fungal infection than a normal nail.
6. If onychomycosis is diagnosed and subsequently treated, patients should be advised that the nail typically may not return entirely to normal, as there is a high chance that after the fungus has gone, a previous nail dystrophy will be uncovered.
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